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• Notwithstanding bitcoin’s annualized volatility declining -11.8% to 56.6% and setting its 3rd month of declines, 
volatility surged +47% after touching a monthly & 6-month low of 38% on September 22nd. 

• Bitcoin’s velocity was the only tracked metric that closed higher MoM; comparatively, volatility, price, and volume 
persisted the prior month’s trend of lower-lows following an overly inspiring 2Q. 

• Irrespective of bitcoin’s performance over the past several months, CME filed two requests with the CFTC that 
suggest demand for bitcoin exposure remains strong - an increase to the BTC futures position limit and 
support for BTC options. 

• Despite mixed economic data, interest rate cuts from the ECB & Federal Reserve, the re-entrance of the U.S. Fed 
into the repo market for the first time in a decade, and little progress in the China-U.S. trade-war, equity markets 
around the globe nearly all finished higher. 

• Price action in late September suggests that bitcoin has entered into a fractal pattern, which may mean that  
bitcoin will resume its longer-term trend of higher-highs and elevated levels of volatility. 

September 2019 Takeaways
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Volatility Trends
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• Bitcoin’s annualized volatility fell to a 6-month low of 38% on September 22nd, reversing higher in the last week of September to 56.6%. 

• Daily bitcoin trading volume hit a 5-month low of $315M on September 16th, following months of declining volatility and sideways action. 

• After a sudden -12% one-day decline in bitcoin’s price, trading volume soared to an 11-week high.

sources: Kraken Intelligence, CoinMarketCap, CoinMetrics.io  
notes: trading volumes summed across Kraken, Coinbase, Bitstamp, Gemini, Bitfinex, Binance, Bittrex, Poloniex



The Month-Over-Month Report
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• Annualized volatility fell nearly 8 percentage points in September to 57%, marking the 3rd straight month of declines and 
establishing a new 6-month low of 38% on September 22nd.  

• Bitcoin trading volume fell a whopping -26% MoM to its lowest level since April; meanwhile, bitcoin price fell -15% MoM and back 
to May levels, representing the 3rd consecutive month of declines. 

• Velocity is the only metric that grew MoM, bouncing +2% off a 1-year August low and finishing September at 11.2x. 

• The dramatic downward trend in volatility, volume, and price reflects digestion of the momentum and market rotation observed 
during 2Q 2019 and the early portion of 3Q 2019.

sources: Kraken Intelligence, CoinMarketCap, CoinMetrics.io  
notes: trading volumes summed across Kraken, Coinbase, Bitstamp, Gemini, Bitfinex, Binance, Bittrex, Poloniex 

annualized velocity = (monthly transaction volume (USD) ÷ average market capitalization) x 12



Correlations - Traditional Financial Assets
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• Bitcoin became more positively correlated with traditional financial assets on a 1-
month time horizon in September, though most asset classes exhibit weak correlation 
to bitcoin prices. 

• Excluding US high yield and US investment grade corporate debt, 1-month 
correlations with bitcoin flipped positive: 

• S&P500: -0.04 → 0.08 
• Gold: -0.38 → 0.26  
• Crude Oil: -0.57 → 0.15 
• US 10-Year Treasury: -0.59 → 0.06 

• 3-month - excluding oil, all became inversely correlated after lapping June data. 

• 6-month - oil became significantly more inversely correlated with bitcoin, while 
positively correlated assets weakened modestly. 

• 1-year - the S&P500, gold, US investment grade corporate debt, and US 10-year 
treasury remain strongly and positively correlated (>0.70) with bitcoin prices.  

• 2-year - gold, US high yield corporate debt, and US investment grade corporate debt 
remain positively correlated with bitcoin prices, while S&P500 exhibits a weak 
relationship and crude oil having no correlation whatsoever.

sources: Kraken Intelligence, Bloomberg



Correlations - Crypto Assets
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• Bitcoin’s 3-month correlation with the top-5 crypto assets all strengthened 
substantially due to the lapping of June data and the broader market’s collective 
grind lower over the last quarter: 

• ETH: 0.26→ 0.67  
• XRP -0.13→ 0.63 
• BCH: 0.01 → 0.83 
• LTC: -0.09→ 0.68 
• EOS: -0.25→ 0.68 

• On all other time horizons, correlations for most of the top-5 crypto assets 
weakened: 

• 1-month: correlation with ETH and XRP fell materially, contrary to BCH and LTC; 
month-over-month change for EOS was close to flat. 

• 6-month: with the exception of EOS turning inversely correlated and 
continuing to exhibit a weak relationship to BTC, all other assets are notably 
less positively correlated. 

• 1-year & 2-year: all assets are slightly less positively correlated, except for BCH 
on the 1-year time frame.  

• Bitcoin’s late-September correction sent shockwaves through the market and 
drove nearly all assets significantly lower, resulting in a surge in volatility across all 
assets into month-end.

sources: Kraken Intelligence, Bloomberg



The Macro Trend
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Despite the majority of economic data continuing to point to a slowdown in global growth, the S&P500, MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australasia, and Far 
East) Index, and MSCI Emerging Markets Index all closed in the green and returned +1.87%, +2.87%, and +1.94%, respectively, as central 
banks messaged stimulative support.  
 
United States — for the first time since 2016, the US manufacturing sector slipped into contraction territory while hiring activity slowed, 
particularly in the manufacturing and retail sectors. Unemployment remained at a 50-year low and wages grew +3.2% year-over-year, the 13th 
consecutive month of growth above +3%. Consumer sentiment rebounded and rose to 92 from 89.8 in August. Later in the month, the Federal 
Reserve cut interest rates by 25bps to 1.75%, the second rate cut since July amid US-China trade war tensions. President Trump expressed his 
displeasure for the 25bps cut and mentioned earlier in the week that he wanted rates cut to "zero or less."  
 
Europe — to stimulate growth, risk-taking, and borrowing, the ECB cut deposit interest rates to -0.5% from -0.4% and announced plans to resume 
open market bond purchases at a monthly pace of €20 billion. To soften the impact from lower rates, the ECB introduced a two-tiered system 
whereby banks’ deposits exceeding six times their mandatory reserves are exempt from the negative interest rate charges. Additionally, the ECB 
lowered 2019 and 2020 GDP growth forecasts for the Eurozone to +1.1% and +1.2%, respectively. This compares with the prior +1.7% GDP 
growth forecast for 2019 and 2020 published in December 2018. Lastly, manufacturing sentiment fell to its worst level in almost seven years. 

China — US and China resumed trade talks and met for the first time in nearly two months. Both countries agreed to hold high level talks in 
October, followed by comments from President Trump that a deal between the US and China could happen sooner than expected. China’s 
manufacturing PMI came in at 49.8 vs. 49.5 in the month prior, the fifth straight month in contraction territory (<50).  

sources: Deloitte, Reuters

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/global-economic-outlook/weekly-update/weekly-update-2019-08.html


  CME Files to Double Monthly Open Positions Limit of its BTC Futures (September 13th) 
• The CME filed a request with the CFTC to increase its monthly spot open position limits for BTC futures to 2,000 contracts, or 10,000 BTC (~$82M). A CME spokesperson said the exchange sees room for 

the market to grow and is seeking to increase these limits “based on the significant growth and acceptance of our financially-settled CME Bitcoin futures markets, as well as our analysis of the underlying 
bitcoin market.” The single- and all-month accountability level would remain at 5,000 contracts.  

• More than 1,200 traders have signed onto the CME platform since the start of the year and the average daily contract volume is currently 7,100.  

  US Fed Conducts First Repo Since 2008 Financial Crisis (September 18th) 
• The United States Federal Reserve conducted a repurchase agreement (repo) for the first time in a decade, an initiative undertaken to maintain the federal funds rate within the target range of 2.00% - 

2.25%, making cash available to banks for their short-term funding needs. This action was taken in response to the overnight repo rate exploding higher to 10%.  
• The Fed successfully executed its repo with $53B accepted of the $75B committed to the operation as of month-end. 
• Many investors believe the Fed’s move indicates a lack of liquidity in the short-term lending market. The Fed’s intervention is concerning to some, as permanent participation could complicate monetary 

policy, incentivize repo market participants to take excessive risks, and/or alarm the market and cause short-term credit to seize. 

  CME Announces Launch of BTC Options Pending Regulatory Approval (September 20th) 
• If approved by the CFTC, the CME will launch BTC futures in 1Q2020 to meet the growing interest in crypto and BTC exposure. Options will track the CME CF Bitcoin Reference Rate (BRR) and will settle 

into actively traded CME BTC futures. BTC options will allow traders to save on margins via margin offsets, mitigate risk of counterparty default through central clearing, and expand choices for managing 
risk and building strategies. 

• The CME’s Global Head of Equity Index & Alternative Investment Products, Tim McCourt, said they aim to provide clients with “additional tools for precision hedging and trading […] Based on increasing 
client demand and robust growth in our Bitcoin futures markets, we believe the launch of options will provide our clients with additional flexibility to trade and hedge their bitcoin price risk. These new 
products are designed to help institutions and professional traders to manage spot market bitcoin exposure, as well as hedge Bitcoin futures positions in a regulated exchange environment.” 

  Bakkt Opens For Trading (September 23rd) 
• Bakkt’s physically-delivered BTC futures began trading on Monday September 23rd with 28 contracts exchanging hands in the first 11 hours of business. 
• Bakkt saw $5M in trading volume in its first week, compared to $460M for the CME’s first week of futures trading in December 2017; consider that market conditions were substantially different at that 

time. 
• Some market participants suggest the slow start is attributable to a lack of futures brokers presently ready to clear the contracts. 

  Libra Gets Banned in France & Germany (September 12th & 13th) 
• Early in September French Economy and Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire announced at the OECD Global Blockchain Policy Forum that France will block the development of Facebook’s Libra because it 

purportedly poses a threat to monetary sovereignty. Le Maire went on to say, “I want to be absolutely clear: In these conditions, we cannot authorise the development of Libra on European soil [...] It 
would be a global currency, held by a single player, which has more than two billion users around the world. The monetary sovereignty of states...is under threat.” He also added that he discussed the 
creation of a “public digital currency” with outgoing ECB president Mario Draghi and Christine Lagarde, who will take over Draghi’s position later this year. 

• The following day France and Germany issued a joint statement whereby they announced an agreement to block Facebook’s Libra. Both governments declared that “no private entity can claim monetary 
power, which is inherent to the sovereignty of nations.”

Key Events

�8sources: CME Group, New York Fed, CME Group, CoinDesk, Reuters                                 

https://www.cmegroup.com/content/dam/cmegroup/market-regulation/rule-filings/2019/9/19-334.pdf
https://apps.newyorkfed.org/markets/autorates/temp
https://www.cmegroup.com/cme-group-futures-exchange/options-bitcoin-futures.html
https://www.coindesk.com/bakkt-exchanges-bitcoin-futures-see-slow-start-on-first-day-of-trading
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-cryptocurrency-france-german/france-and-germany-agree-to-block-facebooks-libra-idUSKCN1VY1XU


Previously, we suggested that bitcoin may be due for a protracted low-
volatility environment. This trend played out over the first three weeks 
of September as volatility fell to a 6-month low, all before a downside 
correction breathed life into an otherwise quiet market. 

It also revealed a similar pattern that we’ve seen once before…  
 
While bitcoin remains a unique asset, its price action and underlying 
market dynamics have a tendency to repeat. Often times, identifying 
these fractal patterns can prove meaningfully insightful, if not 
foreshadow future market activity altogether.  

Fractal patterns are market indicators related to historical observations 
and signal what may come next, assuming history repeats itself. 
 
Let’s review where bitcoin was not that long ago, where it is now, and 
what stark similarities exist between the two…

Where to Next?

�9sources: monkey’s tree curve fractal (Wikipedia Commons)



Where to Next? (cont.)
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Then (2014 - 2016) and Now (2018 - 2019) 
• Initially, a plunge in price establishes a bear market bottom and surge in volatility, which 

then trends lower as bitcoin consolidates. 
• Upon bitcoin going parabolic, a strong uptrend in volatility emerges and bitcoin crosses 

its 200-day moving average.  
• A descending triangle forms as momentum fades and bitcoin sets lower-highs. 
• Bitcoin breaks through the descending triangle’s line of support and falls below its 200-

day moving average. In the process, volatility breaks its uptrend and finds a local bottom. 

     Then (2014 - 2016) - Continued 
• Volatility creeps higher off of its freshly set low, as does price. 
• Following months of calm waters, momentum re-enters the market and price climbs 

higher; volatility follows suit.  
• After shortly trading below its 200-day moving average, BTC crosses back above as 

momentum ramps up and bitcoin goes parabolic yet again. 

     Where To Next? 
• The current volatility cycle is moving at a faster pace than previous ones. Additionally, 

volatility and market values today are markedly higher, driven by a regime shift in 
late-2017. Though the indicators suggest a bottom may be on the horizon in the volatility 
trend, we may have a few months to go as:  

• bitcoin only recently fell below the 200-day moving average during 3Q2019; and 
• a relatively quiet catalyst calendar with most events likely priced-in.  

       However, look for a test of the 200-day moving average as a potential confirmation.
sources: Kraken, Kraken Intelligence



What’s Ahead?
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Date Notable Catalysts

Oct-13-2019 Hard Deadline For SEC Decision on Bitwise<>NYSE Arca BTC ETF

Oct-28-2019 Submission Deadline for Mt. Gox Payout  

Oct-28-2019 CME BTC Futures BTCV19 Settlement Date  

Oct-28-2019 Deadline for SEC decision on NYSE's BTC Investment Trust Proposal  

Oct-30-2019 CME Group Inc. (CME) Reports Earnings 

Oct-30-2019 Ethereum Hard Fork for Görli Testnet

Oct-31-2019 Intercontinental Exchange Inc. (ICE) Reports Earnings 

Nov-6-2019 Square, Inc. (SQ) Reports Earnings

sources: Kraken Intelligence
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Data

sources: Kraken Intelligence, CoinMarketCap, CoinMetrics.io  
notes: trading volumes summed across Kraken, Coinbase, Bitstamp, Gemini, Bitfinex, Binance, Bittrex, Poloniex 

annualized velocity = (monthly transaction volume (USD) ÷ average market capitalization) x 12
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Disclaimer 
The information in this report is provided by, and is the sole opinion of, Kraken’s research desk. The information is provided as general market commentary and should not be the basis for making investment decisions or 
be construed as investment advice with respect to any digital asset or the issuers thereof. Trading digital assets involves significant risk. Any person considering trading digital assets should seek independent advice on 
the suitability of any particular digital asset. Kraken does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information provided in this report, does not control, endorse or adopt any third party content, and accepts no 
liability of any kind arising from the use of any information contained in the report, including without limitation, any loss of profit. Kraken expressly disclaims all warranties of accuracy, completeness, merchantability or 
fitness for a particular purpose with respect to the information in this report. Kraken shall not be responsible for any risks associated with accessing third party websites, including the use of hyperlinks. All market prices, 
data and other information are based upon selected public market data, reflect prevailing conditions, and research’s views as of this date, all of which are subject to change without notice. This report has not been 
prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 
Kraken and its affiliates hold positions in digital assets and may now or in the future hold a position in the subject of this research. This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity 
who is a citizen or resident of, or located in a jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to applicable law or that would subject Kraken and/or its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement. 
The digital assets described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions.

How To Reach Us & Where To Trade
Feedback — we appreciate your attention. For comments, suggestions, or questions related to this report, including topics you’d 
like for us to consider including, please send us an e-mail at intel@kraken.com. 

Spot & Futures Exchange — Kraken provides access to 25 cryptocurrencies spanning over 90 markets with advanced trading 
features, industry-leading security, and on-demand client service. Additionally, Kraken offers seamless access to regulated 
derivatives on the Kraken Futures platform for eligible clients. Sign up for a free account in minutes at https://kraken.com/sign-up. 
We look forward to welcoming you. 

Cryptowatch — for multi-exchange charting, trading, portfolio tracking, and high resolution historical data, visit https://
cryptowat.ch. Create an account today for a free, 14-day trial of premium service at https://cryptowat.ch/account/create. 

OTC — for OTC-related execution services or questions, please direct your communication to otc@kraken.com.

mailto:intel@kraken.com
https://kraken.com/sign-up
https://cryptowat.ch
https://cryptowat.ch
https://cryptowat.ch/account/create
mailto:otc@kraken.com

